
This map captures state-mandated operating restrictions for commercial casino properties. Local governments in some areas impose additional restrictions and individual properties may 
choose to set still more stringent policies. Tribal casinos are subject to operating restrictions set by the respective tribal government. Please contact an individual casino property for a 
complete understanding of their operating status.
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This map captures state-mandated operating restrictions for commercial casino properties. Local governments in
some areas impose additional restrictions and individual properties may still choose to set more stringent policies. 
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Mississippi

No state mandated restriction 
but casinos can set their own 
COVID-19 safety guidelines. All 
casinos must continue to follow 
other state and local rules that 
aim to slow the spread of the 
coronavirus.

Missouri

Casinos can operate at full 
capacity.

Nevada

Casinos can operate without 
social distancing and occupancy 
limitations.

New Jersey

Casinos can operate without 
capacity limits, but must ensure 
that all individuals or groups of 
people can remain six feet apart.

New Mexico

25-33% Turquoise level: 33% of 
maximum capacity for any indoor/
enclosed space on premises. 
Green level: 25% of maximum 
capacity. Yellow or red levels: 
indoor not permitted.

New York

Casinos can operate at full 
capacity.

Ohio

Commercial casinos can operate 
at full capacity after remaining 
coronavirus health orders expired 
on June 2..

Oklahoma

There are no state mandated 
restrictions on casino operations.

Pennsylvania

Casinos can operate at full 
capacity, while mask wearing 
remains mandated for non-
vaccinated persons.

Rhode Island

Casinos can operate at full 
capacity.

South Dakota

There are no mandated 
restrictions on casino operations 
in Deadwood.

West Virginia

Limit facility occupancy as 
necessary to ensure proper social 
distancing may be maintained 
between patrons who do not 
reside together or did not 
otherwise arrive together, up to 
100% of capacity to the extent 
square footage and/or seating 
permits.

Arkansas

No capacity limit but casino 
capacity should not exceed the 
ability of attendees to maintain 
six feet physical distance between 
individuals or household groups. 
Arrange seating to maintain six 
feet physical distance.

Colorado 

On May 16, 2021, Gilpin County 
moved to Level Clear on the 
Simplified Dial, which allowed 
businesses to operate at 100% 
capacity with no additional 
restrictions, except for indoor 
mask requirements implemented 
by the State of Colorado or 
Colorado Department of Public 
Health and Environment (CDPHE)

Delaware

Casinos can operate at full 
capacity after Delaware 
eliminated social distancing 
requirements and removed 
capacity restrictions on May 21.

Florida

Commercial casinos can operate 
at full capacity with limited social 
distancing protocols.

Illinois

Casino are allowed to operate 
at full capacity after the State of 
Illinois moved to Phase 5 of the 
Restore Illinois framework on 
June 11.

Indiana

Each Indiana casino is required 
to work with its local health 
department on its health and 
safety plan. Currently, few or no 
casino have capacity limitations 
in place.

Iowa

Casinos allowed to operate only 
with social-distancing measures 
in effect.

Kansas

Casinos can operate at full 
capacity.

Louisiana

Casinos can operate without 
capacity limits, though social 
distancing and the mask mandate 
remain in place along with any 
other additional measures that 
may be required by the State Fire 
Marshal.

Maine

Casinos can operate at 100% of 
capacity.

Maryland

Casino capacity restrictions have 
been lifted at all six casinos, but 
some slot machine and table 
game seats cannot be occupied 
because casinos continue to 
comply with social-distancing 
guidelines.

Massachusetts

Casinos can operate at full 
capacity.

Michigan

Casinos can operate at full 
capacity after Michigan rescinded 
most COVID-19 restrictions on 
June 22.

https://www.msgamingcommission.com/images/uploads/MGC_Industry_Letter_2021-01_COVID-19_Updated_Guidelines.pdf
https://gov.nv.gov/News/Press/2021/Governor_Sisolak_clears_the_way_to_reopen_business_capacity_to_100_percent_by_June1/
https://covid19.nj.gov/faqs/nj-information/reopening-guidance-and-restrictions/can-casinos-reopen-what-are-the-social-distancing-requirements
https://cv.nmhealth.org/public-health-orders-and-executive-orders/red-to-green/
https://www.governor.ny.gov/news/after-472-days-governor-cuomo-announces-700-adult-new-yorkers-have-received-least-one-vaccine
https://coronavirus.ohio.gov/static/responsible/Casinos-Racinos.pdf
https://www.media.pa.gov/Pages/Health-Details.aspx?newsid=1437
https://reopeningri.com/wp-content/uploads/2021/03/Protect-Your-Household-Guidance.pdf
https://governor.wv.gov/Documents/Covid%20Week%206/2020.05.22%20Casino%20Guidelines.pdf
https://www.healthy.arkansas.gov/images/uploads/pdf/CasinoGuidanceFinal3.31.21.pdf
https://covid19.colorado.gov/data/covid-19-dial-dashboard
https://governor.delaware.gov/health-soe/twenty-seventh-modification-state-of-emergency-declaration/
https://www.igb.illinois.gov
https://www.in.gov/igc/files/IGC%20Health%20and%20Safety%20Guidelines_County-Based%20Assessment%20Guidance.pdf
https://governor.iowa.gov/sites/default/files/documents/Public%20Health%20Proclamation%20-%202021.02.05.pdf
https://gov.louisiana.gov/index.cfm/newsroom/detail/3058
https://www.maine.gov/decd/checklists/casinos
https://governor.maryland.gov/wp-content/uploads/2021/03/Gatherings-20th-AMENDED-3.9.21.pdf
https://massgaming.com/news-events/covid19/
https://www.michigan.gov/documents/mgcb/Order_implementing_11-15-20_MDHHS_Order_708052_7.pdf

